Ad Astra Kansas / NASA Cooperation Meeting

Thursday, November 20  9:00 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Simmerwell Conference Room, Kansas Museum of History
6425 SW 6th  Topeka, KS 66615

Agenda

➢ Greetings and Background Information from Facilitator Jeanette Steinert
➢ Attendee Introductions
➢ Kansas Core Strengths: Academia/Industry —Moon, Mars, Stars
➢ Overview of NASA Space Program, Technologies Needed —Moon, Mars, Stars
➢ Potential for Kansas Strengths/Collaborations Between Strengths
➢ Enabling Strategies
   Break
➢ Funding Considerations and Possible Road Blocks
➢ Other States and NASA
➢ Relationships with NASA and Industry/Business
➢ Identifying Opportunities
➢ Preliminary Assessments, Conclusions, Recommendations
   Meeting Adjourns

Attendees are invited to bring materials on their projects /organizations they would like to share. An information table will be set up.